WHAT IS THE BALANCE SHEET CHANNEL OF MONETARY
POLICY TRANSMISSION?
The purpose of monetary policy is to influence the tempo of economic activities in the
country. The manner in which this policy affects real economic aggregates such as
inflation, output, interest and exchange rates and employment is referred to as
transmission mechanism. In theory, monetary policy can be transmitted through the
economy in several channels: the interest rate, the bank credit, the balance sheet, the
exchange rate, the asset price, and the expectations channels.

In this issue, we shall examine what the balance sheet channel of monetary policy is and
how monetary policy transmitted via this channel affect the rest of the economy. This
channel of monetary policy transmission refers to the role the financial position of private
agents play in the transmission mechanism of monetary policy. It arises because the shifts
in policy affect not only market interest rates but also, the financial position of private
economic agents because changes in interest rates affect bank balance sheets, cash
follows and the net worth of companies and consumers. Higher interest rates result in
reduced cash flow, reduced net worth, drop in loans, and decline in aggregate demand.

The argument here is that official interest rates affect the market value and the income
flows of certain categories of financial instruments and that these changes in wealth and
interest income have an effect on micro and aggregate expenditure, output, prices and the
profitability of economic agents because they directly affect the balance sheet items of
the accounts of companies. This relationship is illustrated in the diagram below.
The process of the balance sheet channel shows how monetary policy affects the credit
portfolio of financial intermediaries as well as other economic agents. For instance, a
contractionary monetary policy such as sale of treasury instruments would affect banks
ability to grant loans, leading to credit rationing. This has implications for credit
availability to borrowers, especially small-scale borrowers with less sophistication and
collateral to back-up their loan demand. Also, low credit leads to an increase in interest
rates thereby raising the cost of credit to small users with ill defined collaterals.
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